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Introd
duction Multip
plexed EPI is an echo planar imaaging technique that
t acquires sevveral images sim
multaneously by incorporating thhe accelerations of
o
both ssimultaneous ech
ho refocusing (SIR) and multiban
nd (MB) techniq
ques [1]. Previouusly, the sequencce was used for faster diffusion iimaging by addiing
diffusion encoding graadient pulses. In
n this work, a fasster multi-slice im
maging sequencee is proposed forr velocity imaginng. For preliminnary feasibility
assesssment, here only the multiband teechnique is appllied and evaluateed in time-seriess velocity imaginng with multiple slice planes acqquired simultaneously.
Methoods The pulse sequence,
s
Fig. 1 incorporates thee MB excitation pulse and a bipoolar gradient pullse to simultaneoously encode velocity phase shiffts in all
slices.. VENC=5 cm/s was
w used for thee CSF and brain motion
m
experiment and
VENC
C=60-80 cm/s forr the artery experiment. Multiban
nd rf pulse facto
or was 3 or
6, for simultaneous ex
xciting a corresponding number of slices. A set of singlemages VENC=0 were
w acquired at the beginning to
o be used as
band ((normal) EPI im
sensitiivity maps for multiband
m
image extraction and reconstruction, fo
ollowed by
a multtiband VENC=0 acquisition, follo
owed by a time--series of multibaand nonzero V
VENC acquisition
ns. The phase im
mages of each coil were combineed using
Nc

equatiion: φ
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magniitude and phase of the image of each coil, and Nc
N is the total num
mber of coils [2]]. The constraineed phase differennce between VEN
NC of non-zero and
a zero
were uused to generate the phase imagees and velocity curve
c
were further corrected usinng phase from sttationary fat. The scanner was a 3T (Siemens Trrio) with a
32 chaannel receiver co
oil. The acquisitiion parameters are:
a matrix 96 × 96, in-plane resoolution 2.0mm x 2.0mm, slice thhickness=3mm, TR=100ms, TE=
=35-40 ms,
flip anngle 16°, partial Fourier factor=6
6/8, excitation multiband
m
sinc pu
ulse duration= 5..12 ms, no phasee encoding (PE) undersampling. FOV/3 control aliasing
imagee shift [3] is appllied with modulaated Gs blipped pulses
p
between echo
e
readouts too improve the im
mage reconstructiion, and slice-grrappa algorithm is
i applied
to do tthe reconstructio
on with kernel siize=5.
Resullts The results show the ability
y to simultaneoussly measure velo
ocity in 3D regioons covering thee brain and CSF spaces and a sixx fold reduction in
i scan
time ccompared to conventional EPI. Figure
F
2 shows one
o set of 6 phasse and magnitudde images recordded simultaneoussly in every 100m
ms TR, hence there were
55 setts of 6 images, att consecutive tim
me points measurred in 5.5 second
ds. Figure 3 show
ws velocity vs tiime curves from
m ROIs drawn onn images in CSF and brain
regions recordeed simultaneouslly at 10 frames pper second with no cardiac
gating. The braain motion resullts: b1- top slice (s1)/centrum se
emiovale,
b2- s2/thalamuus, b3- s4/midbraain, b4- s5, pons. Note increased
d velocity
in lower brain rregions, as previiously reported [[4-5]. The CSF results:
csf1- lateral venntricle (vent) abbove foramen of Monroe, csf2- post.
p
horn
lateral vent. csff3- third vent , csf4-forth vent., ccsf5- cerebellarp
pontine
cistern, csf6- ciisterna magna. F
Fig. 4 shows left internal carotid artery
(ICA) velocity - note in these ppreliminary resullts the baseline zero
z
velocity is incoorrect due to caliibration errors annd aliasing.
Discussion: W
We present a new
w approach to 3D
D velocity imagin
ng which
can be extended to acquire morre slices simultaaneously in real time
t
Of interest, the puulsatility variatioons observed in the
t CSF
acquisitions. O
and brain veloccity curves repreesent physiologicc variations give
en these
images are not comprised of tim
me segmented orr temporally ave
eraged data
but are measureed at 100ms fram
me rate. Possiblee artifactual phasse drifts
from off resonaance changes, coould be normalizzed using +/- VEN
NC
acquisitions in alternate framess for “phase conttrast” subtraction
n at
mporal blurring beetween two fram
mes. These are prreliminary
expense of temp
results and therrefore substantiaal improvements should be possib
ble with
optimizations oof flip angle, spaatial resolution, hhigher frame rate
es, velocity
calibrations, phhase unwrappingg, etc. Spatial ressolution can be in
ncreased
with longer echho trains and velocity encoding oon all 3 gradient axes can
be implementedd for 3 vector coomponents. Withh further
development, 44-6 times more sllices in the singlle-shot sequence
e may be
Figure 3
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possible allowing fo
for whole brain ccoverage [1, 6]. In conclusion, a new technique of realeously
timee velocity imagiing is presented uusing multibandd EPI acquisitionns that simultane
meaasures velocity in multiple slicess and gave a six fold reduction inn scan time of 4D
D velocity
imaaging.
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